Fragrant Oils Included in the Deluxe and Large Party Kits
Oils Included:
Oriental Jasmine- sweet Sicilian orange, laced with jasmine, plus radiant spring
blossoms- freesia, lilac, magnolia, peony and Tiare flower. Precious woods, velvety peach
and marshmallow soften everything up.

Rain- blend of fresh, green notes and soft muguet, artfully balanced with undertones of
clean musk and precious woods.

Pikaki- authentic tropical jasmine accord is highlighted with discreet accents of tuberose,
musk and fresh greens

Blue Musk- clean and fresh Sicilian citron, tart and juicy Granny Smith apple, and
bluebells, with notes of white jasmine, blue roses and sheer musk.

Juicy Peach- A fresh and mouthwatering blend of luscious peach with a touch of leafy
green florals.

White Tea- blend of subtle, clean white tea and fresh bergamot, with romantic freesia,
rose, jasmine and violet.

Jade Iris- hints of pink grapefruit and heliotrope, and warm woods that soften with a
delicate creamy character

Fig- luscious fresh fig notes are highlighted by sparkling cassis and green vines.
Bergamot- bold top notes highlight a bouquet of orange, lemon and lime to form this
stimulating floral-citrus blend

French Vanilla- A warm, rich blend of spicy vanilla beans and sensual amber
Jasmine- from far off lands, this single note, night blooming fragrance is both exotic and
familiar, offering romance and character.

Gardenia- velvety gardenia highlighted by fresh green leaves and softened with hints of
creamy vanilla.

Ylang Ylang- an exotic blend of floral notes is warmed by nuances of vanilla and is
supported by undertones of precious woods

Green Tea- Refreshing green tea notes are melded with soft bergamot and sparkling
mandarin. These accords are then blended with Asian peony and jasmine and a base of
sensual sandalwood, musk and amber.

Indian Sandalwood- A soft, subtle and enticing sandalwood fragrance with a slightly
spicy note

Light Musk- A sheer, powdery musk that is sensual, simple and clean.
Coco Mango- a heavenly mix of juicy mango and creamy coconut, enhanced with
refreshing pineapple, sparkling orange and sweet jasmine petals.

Grapefruit- a truly tart grapefruit scent
Plumeria- Paradise awaits with this true-to-life aroma of creamy plumeria blossoms
blossoms accented by tropical notes of tuberose and ylang-ylang, and spicy hints of clove
and vanilla.

Orange- a bright essential Orange scent

